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Overview

By 1998, several consortia recognized that significant investments were being made to digitize
pictorial collections in libraries, archives and museums.  This activity was and continues to be
highly decentralized.  In the absence of guidelines or best practices for image digitization, one
concern was whether these collections would be interoperable: were images being made in
formats that could be easily distributed? And to a baseline level of quality that would meet users’
requirements?  If one looks back even earlier to the experiences of MESL and other projects to
create and exchange visual images, it seems that the focus shifted at one point from making
digital images to making good digital images.

With these issues of imaging investments in mind, the Digital Library Federation, CLIR and the
Research Libraries Group sponsored a series of imaging guides that were published in July 2000.
The guides were designed to help make project managers and technicians aware of the
decisions—e.g., selecting and setting up equipment—that would have the greatest impact upon
image quality.  Parallel to this effort, a NINCH working group had been advancing its efforts to
codify best practices for digitizing cultural heritage materials and was eager to receive feedback
from the practitioners with the greatest amount of field experience.

The purpose of this DLF-sponsored meeting was to establish a forum for expert practitioners to
exchange ideas about what is “good” and, if possible, to prioritize where tools, applications, and
training would be of greatest benefit to meet our institutions’ obligations to make digital
reproductions of consistent quality and persistent utility.

High-level statement of the problem

Don Williams, an image scientist from Eastman Kodak who facilitated the meeting, spoke both
for imaging practitioners and for imaging scientists and other members of standards committees
when he noted, “There appears to be somewhat of a consensus that there is not any reasonable
way right now to look at all imaging performance measures without ambiguity.”1 Subjective
assessments are notoriously flawed, due not only to differences among human observers, but to
limitations of devices that render images (monitors, printers), as well as the differences in
ambient lighting in two or more viewing environments.

Objective methodologies are also imperfect.  Although quantifiable metrics are well defined in
the scientific community—and currently receiving greater endorsement by standards
organizations—it is currently very difficult to use tools to measure imaging performance in real-
world production environments. Making an analogy to changes in auto manufacturing, Don
                                                
1 In this context, “imaging performance” refers to the actual outputs of a system component (such as a
lens) or of the entire imaging system.



pointed out that photographers no longer know “what’s under the hood” in their imaging
systems.  It is difficult enough to find tools to interrogate imaging performance—in key areas
such as noise, density and dynamic range—but even more problematic to subtract the errors that
may have been inadvertently introduced by the process itself.  Does a noise measurement, for
example, refer to the imaging system or the noise generated by a target that was digitized?

Intentional or unintentional use of imprecise terminology also creates ambiguity.  For example,
industry’s marketing literature and our community’s funding guidelines routinely associate
image quality with unreliable metrics—such as resolution and bit depth.  These performance
characteristics refer to input settings and become ambiguous if used to describe output quality.
The same source could be digitized by two systems that produce the same nominal results (e.g,
3,000 pixel, 24-bit RGB images) yet the quality of the images may differ significantly.

Finally, as Ron Murray would point out at the meeting, there is a potential to confuse
measurements with judgments (how people see images and whether they will be satisfied).  The
challenge is to integrate these two perspectives of quality into methods for quality control.

Several challenges brought imaging experts to this forum: to improve upon the conventions used
to describe and distinguish the performance of various imaging systems; to institutionalize
methods to monitor performance of equipment; and to simplify the task of evaluating images,
particularly those produced outside of known workflows.

Meeting Discussion and Outcomes

Twenty-one participants representing two commercial, four museum, and five library/archives
studios attended the meeting.  Despite the differences in institutional missions, client demands,
and characteristics of source materials, the photographers and production managers identified a
number of common practices and common challenges to digitizing historic materials.  The
meeting established without question that there is a single community of expert practitioners who
benefit from opportunities to exchange ideas, share knowledge, and collaborate to refine
practice.

Much of the discussion focused on what Don Williams referred to as “key performance metrics”
to judge the quality of imaging systems (both hardware and software).  The photographers
largely agreed with these metrics in principle, but identified a number of limitations to
implementing them in practice.  Despite the prevalence of targets (grayscales and color bars) to
anchor image quality and image processing, this practice receives only a qualified endorsement.
In short, experts pointed out the key dependencies that must be addressed when applying key
metrics.  The major ones include: requirements to manufacture targets of materials similar to the
artwork being photographed; regular instrument calibration, including redundant measurements;
education and training; and development of software that is easy to use in a production
environment.

The group agreed unanimously to move ahead on several fronts, with the expectation that each
activity will develop necessary foundations for information exchange, standards development,
and testing to precede application development.



Action will be taken to:

• establish a listserv (dlf-image) for imaging practitioners working with historic materials
• undertake a collaborative experiment to determine whether ISO 16067-sanctioned tools

(slanted-edge target and Auto SFR software) work in a variety of production environments
• liaise with ISO standards committees: draft a letter informing committees of the volume of

(non-consumer based) work being done in our community and the obstacles that need to be
overcome for reliable image exchange

• collaborate to draft requirements for—or perhaps even develop—targets of materials
(spectral response, contrast, size) similar to the historic materials we are asked to digitize

• meet again, pending support, at the Art Institute of Chicago in the fall
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